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HEAD OVER HEELS CASTING BREAKDOWN & INFORMATION 

 

 

MONDAY, 8/22 

 12:30-1:20pm  THEATRE SYMPOSIUM  (Weekly Meeting)  Chapman 

  Meet and greet each other, the faculty and your KSTO officers! 

 6:00-7:30pm  AUDITION & CREW talk    Chapman 

  Demystifying the audition process and audition sign-ups 

  Crew and other student opportunities, sign-ups and expectations 

  Directors’ discussion of content, intimacy concerns, rehearsal expectations and  

  scheduling 

  Q&A for all 

 7:30-8:30pm   KSTO ICE CREAM SOCIAL FOR ALL  Nichols  

 

TUESDAY, 8/23 

 7-10pm  MONOLOGUE AUDITION EVENING  Chapman 

  We want to see and hear you!  Perform an audition monologue you've prepared or 

  read one of the monologue audition options available at this link (those interested  

  in HEAD OVER HEELS are encouraged to attend but not required): 

   8 AUDITION MONOLOGUES.pdf 

 

WEDNESDAY, 8/24   

 7-9pm   HEAD OVER HEELS MOVEMENT WORK Chapman  

  This is for anyone interested in HEAD OVER HEELS to dance, move, play and  

  participate in the first step of the auditions for the musical. 

 

THURSDAY, 8/25 

 6:30-7pm HEAD OVER HEELS PIECES FROM SHOW  Chapman  

  Group sing through of the cuts from the show available online 

 7-9pm  HEAD OVER HEELS SINGING AUDITION  Chapman 

  Prepare 16 bars of a pop or Broadway tune in the style of the show or  

  sing from the show with a selection provided in the separate HOH information. 

 9-10pm HEAD OVER HEELS CALLBACKS   Chapman 

   TBA 

 

  

https://ksuemailprod-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/jjcranford_ksu_edu/ER_c9UXJA-FDk2tbYuOu3KwBMOwnX3t0DB6LJFf1x5TRSA?e=fDHf7j
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Every member of the company must sing and move well. 

 

All Sexual Staged Intimacy and Staged Combat will be choreographed according to the 

actors’ personal boundaries. 

 

As members of the Arcadia reveal their gender identities and orientations, the King is unbending 

and unable to accept change.  This results in him committing a murder and relinquishing his 

crown to the Queen who immediately builds a foundation for a new, inclusive kingdom where 

love prevails...and revives the fallen! 

 

SCHEDULE:  

Rehearsals begin AUGUST 28!  Rehearsals will be Sundays to Thursdays from 7-10pm.  While 

all won't be called for every rehearsal, the schedule is subject to change.  Performances are 

October 20-23 and 27-30 with strike immediately following.  The KSTO Workshop Day will be 

the second Wednesday, October 26.  You will receive letters for an excused absence from your 

courses for this day. 

 

AUDITION MUSIC: Sing a pop or Broadway pop song in the style of the show OR sing from 

the show, with the audition cuts described in the character breakdowns and provided at the link 

below:  

 

HOH Audition Material 

 

 

  

https://ksuemailprod-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/jjcranford_ksu_edu/Euc4Yy2Oqp9CtG1LG22eOEkBagwyqOceVOIg1Mvo_fAf-A?e=VZSPzB
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CAST LIST: 

 

BASILIUS - High baritone/tenor (can audition with "This Old Feeling" m 36-58; you may 

option down the octave m 48-58 as needed; music provided in the files link) 

 

Cis Male (Please note that the character exhibits male aggression and misogony so we would 

prefoer to fill this role with a cisgender male.): The King of Arcadia. A hothead, but not a despot. 

Blindly thinks Arcadia is doing great under his masculine, inflexible rule, which will be sorely 

tested during the show. The role of Basilius requires the following:  

 

Appearing in flesh-colored bodysuit with leaves covering genitals (will obviously be a body 

suit, not simulated nudity) 

Performing simulated fight with a lion (needs to fall down) 

Performing simulated sword fighting and killing of the character Musidorus 

Performing a “sexy dance” with the actor playing Gynecia 

Performing lines with a sexual/bodily nature as subtext and text 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Gynecia 

 

 

GYNECIA - Mezzo, belt (can audition with "This Old Feeling" m 1-23; music provided in the 

files link) 

 

Female identifying: The Queen of Arcadia. Wise, kind and beautiful. Like any longstanding 

spouse, knows how to get her way with her husband when push comes to shove...because she is 

smarter. The role of Gynecia requires the following:  

 

Appearing in flesh-colored bodysuit with leaves covering genitals and chest (will obviously be 

a body suit, not simulated nudity) 

Performing a “sexy dance” with the actor playing Basilius 

Performing lines with a sexual/bodily nature as subtext and text 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Basilius 

 

 

PAMELA - Mezzo, high belt (can audition with "Beautiful" singing the top line m 113-134; 

music provided in the files link) 

 

Female identifying: Basilius and Gynecia's older daughter. Confident and obsessed with her 

appearance. Known to be the most beautiful bachelorette throughout Arcadia.  During the show, 

she embraces her queerness and love for her female assistant, Mopsa. The role of Pamela 

requires the following:  

 

Reading poetry that eludes to various names for female anatomy 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Mopsa (3X) 
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PHILOCLEA - Soprano (can audition with "Good Girl" m 56-90; music provided in the files 

link) 

 

Female identifying: Basilius and Gynecia's younger daughter. Shy and a "good girl", she yearns 

to follow her heart rather than obey her father's orders.  She falls for Musidorus, a lowly 

shepherd far beneath her station. The role of Philoclea requires the following:  

 

Touching the chest of the actor playing Musidorus with hands and ear 

Having the actor playing Musidorus touch her neck 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Musidorus (3X) 

Despairing over the death of her lover, Musidorus 

 

 

DAMETAS - Baritone, acting role but sings with the ensemble with a short vocal feature near 

the end  

 

Male identifying: The King’s viceroy; father to Mopsa and husband of Pythio though he doesn't 

recognize them until the finale. The role of Dametas requires the following:  

 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Pythio 

 

 

MOPSA - Mezzo/Alto pop belt (can audition with Pamela's audition piece; see above) 

 

Female identifying: Handmaiden to Pamela. Warm, skeptical. Growing up without a mother has 

made her wise beyond her years about everyone and everything.  Queer and deeply and 

hopelessly in love with Princess Pamela. The role of Mopsa requires the following:  

 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Pamela (3X) 
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MUSIDORUS - Pop Baritone/Tenor (can audition with "Mad About You" m 30-55; music 

provided in the files link) 

 

Male identifying:  Masculine presenting who recognizes their Genderfluid Identity by the end 

(he/they).  A young shepherd who courts after Philoclea and is so in love that he will do 

anything.  By the end of the play, they embrace their non-binary identity. The role of Musidorus 

requires the following:  

 

Having their chest toughed by the actor playing Philoclea’s hands and ear 

Touching the actor playing Philoclea’s neck 

Dressing in female warrior clothing and portraying a woman. This may require undressing 

down to boxer shorts onstage while changing the costume. 

Performing simulated sword fighting, killing a lion, and being killed by the character Basilus 

Performing lines with a sexual/bodily nature as subtext and text including simulated urinating 

(no visuals only sound) 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Philoclea (3X) 

 

 

 

PYTHIO - Alto or Baritone/Tenor (can audition with "Vision of Nowness" m1-29; it can be 

sung an octave higher depending on the auditioners vocal range; music provided in the files link) 

 

Non-binary (they/them): The Oracle and is powerful, mysterious and demanding. They speak the 

truth and guide many of the events.  They were banished from Arcadia upon acknowledging their 

non-binary identity and can't return under the current reigning King. The role of Pythio requires 

the following:  

 

Performing mouth-to-mouth kissing with the actor playing Dametas 

 

 

 

ENSEMBLE  

(4-5 female presenting; 4-5 male presenting individuals)   

Unique, charismatic individuals to inhabit the kingdom of Arcadia with strong vocal and 

movement skills.  All will play various roles and genders throughout the story.  

2-4 members of the ensemble may be asked to dance with sexual overtones. 

 


